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EAP approved March 2021 
 
EAP number EAP2021PH02 

 Population to be assisted 1,500 HH 
 
Budget: 250,072 Swiss francs  

EAP timeframe 5 Years 
 
Early action timeframe 3 days 

 
The IFRC Disaster Relief Emergency Fund (DREF) has approved a total allocation of CHF 234,809 (direct costs) from 
its Forecast based Action (FbA) mechanism for the Philippines Red Cross (PRC). The approved amount consists of an 
immediate allocation of CHF 79,215 for readiness and pre-positioning and CHF 157,751 automatically allocated to 
implement early actions once the defined triggers are met. 
 
The FbA by the DREF is a Forecast-based Financing funding mechanism managed by the DREF. Allocations for the 
FbA by the DREF are made from a separate financial component of the DREF (MDR00004) and do not affect the 
reserves of the DREF appeal code MDR00001. Unearmarked contributions to the FbA by the DREF are encouraged to 
guarantee enough funding is available for the Early Action Protocols being developed. 

 

SUMMARY OF THE EARLY ACTION PROTOCOL  
 

This Flood Early Action Protocol (EAP) has been designed and will be implemented by eight PRC chapters in four 
selected river basins (see fig below), when the flood forecast from Global Flood Awareness System (GloFAS) shows a 
high likelihood of a severe impact.  

 

Philippines: Floods 
Early Action Protocol summary 

 

Cagayan river basin 
(Cagayan and Isabela 
provinces) 

Bicol river basin 
(Camarines Sur and 
Albay provinces) 

Panay river basin 
(Capiz province) 

Agusan river basin 
(Agusan Norte, 
Agusan Sur, Davao 
de Oro provinces) 

Four selected river basins by the PRC chapters. (Photo: PRC) 

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalfloods.eu&data=02%7C01%7CErvin.Zsoter%40ecmwf.int%7C38881ede78284ea3be7d08d7c56c7b90%7C21b711c6aab74d369ffbac0357bc20ba%7C0%7C0%7C637194942034033423&sdata=tTulyQ%2FtK4mTnMy8nfGec0k6n7yknBXMo2G4F6cHyVU%3D&reserved=0
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This EAP is complementing from the Typhoon EAP of the PRC (approved in November 2019): in fact, it is probable 
that the lower categories of Tropical Cyclones (TCs) may not lead to the Typhoon EAP activation but might cause a 
severe flooding, in particular in Luzon island, hence requiring flood Early Actions – nonetheless, most extreme TCs 
could lead to the activation of both Typhoon and Flood EAPs simultaneously, or one after the other. 

 
The Flood Early Actions of the PRC shall be triggered 3 days before the flood when the forecast of the GloFAS is 
predicting with more than 70% probability the occurrence of a 1 in 5 years flood (at least), in any of the 4 targeted 
river basins. Then the corresponding flood extent will be overlayed on the rice crop map to estimate the flood impact 
in the concerned river basin, allowing the selection of the municipalities where to focus the anticipatory actions (where 
for instance the predicted impact is more than 50% of crops possibly affected, or between 30-50%).  

 

 
 
The EAP defines clearly: who takes what action when, where, and with what budget, at both headquarter and chapter 
levels. For all the 4 targeted river basins, 3 early actions are considered for minimizing the impact of floods on 
livelihoods, including in case of an urban flood. The early actions can be adapted to the local needs and consist of: 
(i) early harvesting of crops or fishes, (ii) livestock and asset evacuation, or (iii) temporary relocation of SMEs. 
In addition, cash for work is considered systematically for mobilising work force to implement these three early actions 
before the peak of the flood, and will specifically benefit to vulnerable farmers, or fisherfolk, by providing them with 
temporary employment. 
 
Based on the capacities of the chapters (in terms of staff and volunteers), it is estimated that an activation can target 
an average of 15 barangays (12 rural, 3 urban) per province. Consequently, the proposed Early Actions would reach 
around 1,500 direct beneficiaries per targeted province, as per the calculation below: 

 
Early Action Coverage  Cash for workers Total benef. 

Early Harvesting of crops/ fish 25 farms 240 265 

Livestock / asset evacuation 12 pooling areas (75 heads each) 120 1,020* 

Relocation of small businesses 15 relocation sites (10 businesses each) 75 225 

TOTAL 1,510 
(*the total includes the owners of the livestock) 

 

In order to facilitate the implementation of the Early Actions in a three days’ leadtime, the possible areas of 
intervention – i.e. the barangays (communities) the most at-risk for flooding – are shortlisted with the support of 
provincial and municipal DRRM partners, at an early stage. Barangay committees (BARCOM) are set up in those 
most at-risk communities, to help pre-identifying the farms and the workers that would benefit from the agreed Early 
Actions. Mapping of the small businesses in flood prone areas is also undertaken in order to facilitate their anticipatory 
relocation in case of an extreme flooding. 
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The operational strategy – How the EAP will be implemented 
 
1) Who will implement the EAP – The National Society 

 
The Philippines Red Cross (PRC) was established in 1947 and is a premier humanitarian organization in the 
Philippines, with 108 chapters all over the country. With its large network of volunteers, PRC is well rooted locally: 
through its vicinity to local communities as well as to governmental institutions, and through its experience in 
community based DRR, PRC is well situated to promote the implementation of DRR measures and their integration 
in local development plans. Since 1995, PRC has also successfully implemented and completed more than 31 major 
disaster operations, mostly for tropical cyclones. PRC is the lead for the implementation of this Flood EAP, through 
the 8 chapters being targeted, which have been trained on the Early Actions. 
 
The German Red Cross is the main partner of PRC in the preparation of this EAP, through its ongoing Forecast-
based Financing (FbF) project. More specifically, the FbF project is supporting the readiness of the national society 
with its team, with the organisation of simulation exercises as well as the training of the concerned chapters on the 
Early Actions.  
 
The 510 initiative of the Netherlands Red Cross became involved in the FbF project because of the Community 
Risk Assessment (CRA) tool they set up few years ago for the Philippines. This tool - which collects and integrates 
many risk-indicators at provincial and municipal level and visualizes all results easily through on online dashboard 
(https://dashboard.510.global) – is supporting the pre-identification of target areas for Flood Early Actions (EA). 
Additionally, the 510 team will support the automatic access to Flood forecasts from GloFAS, and the use of flood 
maps for confirming areas of intervention. 
 
The IFRC Country Office is supervising the overall process of the EAP implementation in-country in coordination 
with the PRC and the GRC, from the readiness stage, then the activation (if a flood is predicted in the targeted river 
basins), up to the monitoring and evaluation of the intervention.  
 
2) How will the EAP be activated - The Trigger 

 

 
 

3) How will the EAP reduce the impact on the population – The early actions 
 

The proposed Early Actions were defined through a series of consultations at provincial level. More specifically: 

Trigger of the Flood EAP is 
confirmed if the 3-days 

GloFAS forecast shows a 
70% probability of a flood, 

with a return period of more 
than 5 years   

informs where to act 

https://dashboard.510.global/
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1. Early harvesting of matured crops or fishes: this Early Action must be contextualised to the different regions 
where it is considered. Mostly, it focuses on rice or corn, but can also be used for High Value Crops; in certain 
locations, the main livelihood is aquaculture, and it is expected that fishes can be harvested early as well. To 
implement this Early Action, an average number of 10 workers will be contracted, per targeted farm (or 
aquafarm). The expected result is that the loss of income for vulnerable farmers or fishermen will be minimized, 
and that daily employment in the targeted farms will be sustained. 
 

2. Evacuation of livestock or assets can be considered where there is a high concentration of livestock in flood-
prone areas. To facilitate the evacuation of pigs, goats, cows and carabaos, recruitment of 10 workers will 
allow the installation of temporary fencing in each of the pre-identified evacuation or pooling area. The 
evacuation may start two days prior to the peak of the flood and shall be completed in the day when flood is 
expected. Barangay Animal Evacuation Team will be organized and oriented to take care of the tagging, the 
registration, the segregation and the surveillance of the pooled animals. This Early Action intends to minimize 
the loss of animals for the backyard farmers, as well as to motivate them to leave areas at risk of flooding. A 
guideline has been developed and is to be provided at an early stage to the concerned chapters, to plan 
appropriately for this Early Action with their partners. 

 
3. Temporary relocation of small businesses: this early action will target those businesses selling basic 

necessities and prime commodities. Temporary marketplaces will be identified in a safe area, in coordination 
with local authorities; this will allow vendors / micro businesses to still continue selling basic necessities, in 
order to mitigate their economic loss. Depending on the context and applicability, a mobile market solution can 
also be considered. A team of at least 5 workers will be hired to support in evacuating the products and setting 
up the fix or mobile market option. 

 
Finally, Cash for Work is being considered as a cross-cutting intervention. It is providing a temporary work by 
mobilizing the community into the different early actions, like early harvesting, evacuation of livestock and assets, 
and relocation of micro businesses. In exchange for the work rendered, target beneficiaries will be provided with 
cash (workers will receive a service contract by the chapter). Basically, the cash should meet their requirement for 
basic necessities and cover for some of the losses induced by the flood.  
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Intervention Sectors  
 

Overall objective: 

 

 

Livelihoods and basic needs 
People targeted: between 1000 - 1450 depending on the scenario 
Male: 
Female: 
Requirements (CHF): 157,751 

 
- Population to be assisted: vulnerable farmers, fishermen, small businesses in urban centers, which are prone to flooding  
 

P&B 
Output 
Code 

Livelihoods Outcome 1: at-risk communities have better financial resources to 
bounce back after the flood 

Outcome indicator(s) between 1000 and 1450 households meet 
their basic needs immediately after the flood 

Livelihoods Output 1.1: livelihood of farmers and fishermen is protected, and 
temporary employment is provided to the most vulnerable 

Output indicator(s): # of workers being targeted by the cash for work 
intervention 

 

Activities planned 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 Readiness activities Timeframe (semester) 

AP001 Data collection - update of beneficiaries’ lists (yearly)           

 Pre-positioning activities Timeframe (semester) 

AP010 Printing of the livestock evacuation IEC           

 Early action activities Timeframe (semester) 

AP008 Cash for work for the early harvesting of crops / fishes           

AP008 Cash for work for the livestock and asset evacuation           

AP008 Cash for work for the temporary relocation of small businesses           

AP008 Insurance for the workers           

AP008 Manual harvester rental           

AP008 Material for livestock evacuation centre           

AP008 Forage and water for livestock           

AP008 Rolling stores           
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AP008 Material for market relocation           

AP010 Early harvesting IEC print           

AP050 Transportation (market, crops, livestock)           

 

 
 

Output 
Code 

S1 Outcome 1: national society is capacitated and able to implement and keep the 
EAP updated 

Outcome indicator(s): well prepared national society 

S1 Output 1.1: PRC chapters are capable of implementing the EAP once a trigger is 
confirmed 

Output indicator(s): # of successful activations by the chapters 

Readiness phaseError! Bookmark not defined. Timeframe 

AP040 Refresher training for each river basin  This activity should be done on a yearly basis 

AP040 Visibility items for the chapters that will trigger This activity shall be completed two months after the EAP has been approved. 

 Pre-positioning activities Timeframe (semester) 

AP002 Toolkits This activity shall be completed two months after the EAP has been approved. 

 Early action phaseError! Bookmark not defined. Timeframe 

AP040 Volunteers allowance This activity will be undertaken on day-2, day-1, day 0  

AP040 Volunteers transport This activity will be undertaken on day-2, day-1, day 0  

AP040  Volunteers meals and communication This activity will be undertaken on day-2, day-1, day 0 

Output 
Code 

S3 Outcome 1: The IFRC, together with National Societies uses their unique position 
to influence decisions at local, national and international levels that affect the most 
vulnerable. 

Outcome indicator(s): # of publications on the learning from 
the activation are published and disseminated 

S3 Output 1.1: proper evaluation of the EAP activation is done Output indicator(s): % of beneficiaries interviewed 

Early action phaseError! Bookmark not defined. Timeframe 

AP040 COVID protection This activity must be implemented immediately when the activation is confirmed 

AP055 Post activation evaluation 
This activity must be implemented at an appropriate time after the activation, to 
capture the lessons learnt from the Early Actions. This should be done in a 2-
month period of time after impact of the typhoon. 

 

Strategies for Implementation 
Requirements (CHF): 70,509.00 
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Budget  
 
To implement the Early Action Protocol (EAP), CHF 234,809 (direct costs) have been allocated split between 
readiness*, pre-positioning of stock and early action costs as per below summary by area of intervention.  
 

Budget by Resource       
       

Budget Group READINESS 
PRE-POSITION 

STOCK 
EARLY 
ACTION 

  
EAP Budget 

CHF 

Medical & First Aid 0 0 12,184  12,184 

Teaching Materials 0 2,280 380  2,660 

Other Supplies & Services 30,932 0 99,501  130,433 

Cash Disbursement 0 0 23,513  23,513 

Relief items, Construction, Supplies 30,932 2,280 135,577   168,789 

Office & Household Equipment 0 4,916 0  4,916 

Land, vehicles & equipment 0 4,916 0   4,916 

Distribution & Monitoring 0 0 5,985  5,985 

Transport & Vehicles Costs 0 0 15,903  15,903 

Logistics, Transport & Storage 0 0 21,888   21,888 

Volunteers 0 3,952 2,964  6,916 

Personnel 0 3,952 2,964   6,916 

Workshops & Training 32,300 0 0  32,300 

Workshops & Training 32,300 0 0   32,300 
       

DIRECT COSTS 63,232 11,148 160,429   234,809 

INDIRECT COSTS 4,110 725 10,428   15,263 

TOTAL BUDGET 67,342 11,873 170,857   250,072 

 
 

 
*The activities for readiness and pre-positioning of stock will be captured in the IFRC Country Operational Plan 
(COP), reporting on annual basis. In case of an Early Action trigger, the annual readiness funding allocation is 
terminated with a 12-month notice, allowing the National Society to conclude its 3rd party financial and legal 
commitments and liabilities under the Early Action Protocol. 
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Contact information 
 

 

 

How we work  
All IFRC assistance seeks to adhere to the Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent 

Movement and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO’s) in Disaster Relief and the Humanitarian Charter and 

Minimum Standards in Humanitarian Response (Sphere) in delivering assistance to the most vulnerable. The 

IFRC’s vision is to inspire, encourage, facilitate and promote at all times all forms of humanitarian activities 

by National Societies, with a view to preventing and alleviating human suffering, and thereby contributing to 

the maintenance and promotion of human dignity and peace in the world. 

 

Reference 
documents 
 

Click here for: 

• EAP main 
document  
 

For further information, specifically related to this operation please contact: 
 
In the Philippines Red Cross Society  

• Elizabeth Zavalla, acting Secretary General; phone: +63 2 
7902300; email: elizabeth.zavalla@redcross.org  
 

In the German Red Cross Society  

• Marine Durant, Head of Office; email: marine.durand@germanredcross.de  

• Damien Riquet, FbF Project Coordinator;  
email: damien.riquet@germanredcross.de  

 
In the IFRC Asia Pacific Regional Office 

• Patrick Elliott, Acting Head of Country Delegation; phone: +63 9989612140;   
email: patrick.elliott@ifrc.org   

• Andreas Weissenberg, Acting Head of Disaster and Crisis Unit (DCU);   
      email: andreas.weissenberg@ifrc.org   

• Vinod Muniandy, Operations Coordinator;  
email: OpsCoord.SouthEastAs@ifrc.org  

• Raymond Zingg, Regional Forecast-Based Financing Advisor;  
       email: raymond.zingg@ifrc.org  

 
In IFRC Geneva 

• Nazira Lacayo, Senior Officer DREF Forecast-based Action;  
email: nazira.lacayo@ifrc.org  

 
For Performance and Accountability support (planning, monitoring, evaluation 
and reporting enquiries) 

• Audrey SeeTho, Acting PMER Manager; email: audrey.seetho@ifrc.org  

https://adore.ifrc.org/Download.aspx?FileId=404115
https://adore.ifrc.org/Download.aspx?FileId=404115
mailto:elizabeth.zavalla@redcross.org
mailto:marine.durand@germanredcross.de
mailto:damien.riquet@germanredcross.de
mailto:patrick.elliott@ifrc.org
mailto:andreas.weissenberg@ifrc.org
mailto:OpsCoord.SouthEastAs@ifrc.org
mailto:raymond.zingg@ifrc.org
mailto:nazira.lacayo@ifrc.org
mailto:audrey.seetho@ifrc.org

